Abstract. Collision detection is a fundamental problem in mechanical, robotic, structural, and geotechnical engineering. A new algorithm base on Contact Theory to solve accurate contact problem is proposed in this paper. In this method, two polygons (A and B) and a reference point are defined, where the reference point has parallel movement to polygon A. Then we calculate contact covers, build boundary of Entrance Block, and the contact problem between two general polygons is reduced to contact between a reference point and the boundary of Entrance Block. i.e., we can get distance between two polygons if they are separated, get contact points if they contact, and get shortest exiting path along with contact points if they are intersected. Experiments and analysis show that the proposed method can compute the collision detection problem accurately and reduce the complexity of contact problem obviously.
Introduction
Collision detection is a basic but important problem in computer graphics, and it is an unavoidable problem for analysis of almost all moving geometry objects. Polygons with different positions have different contact points, and there may be infinite contact points when polygons are in certain positions. As a result [1] , this problem has drawn much attention of scholars from different fields in the past decades. Several strategies have been developed in order to deal with the problem [2] , such as the common plane [3] , the single surface algorithm [4] , hierarchy territory algorithm [5] , the "master-slave" approach [6] , the "material depth" approach [7] and the polygon-particle algorithm [8] . In addition, there are also some strategies for rigid bodies, e.g. the "Optimization Based Animation (OBA)" approach [9] for computing graphics purposes [10, 11] and the "Non Smooth Contact Dynamic (NSCD)" formulation [12] .
Contact Theory [1] is the first theory that presents and proves contact problem in mathematics. It is different from all existing contact algorithms, since it provides a general way to solve contact problem. In Contact Theory, a new concept "Entrance Block" is introduced. By means of Entrance Block, the contact problem between two general polygons reduces to contact between a reference point and the Entrance Block, which simplifies the complexity of the contact problem. In this paper, we just give a 2D contact algorithm, but it is still important that 2D result is conservative and can be accepted easily in same cases (e.g., many worldwide major engineering projects are analyzed by 2D-DDA [13] ).
We give basic concepts of Contact Theory in section 2, algorithm in section 3, and two examples in section 4, and conclusion in section 5.
Some Base Concepts of Contact Theory
In this section, we define the geometry data structure, and give brief explanation of some basic concepts and simple application of Contact Theory [1] . All geometry data structure obey right-hand coordinate, as shown in figure 1: line segment A (figure 1.a) is represented by two points (a 0 and a 1 ) with direction a 1 -a 0 ; angle A (figure 1.b) is represented by two line segments (i.e. e 1 and e 2 ) with the sector rotates from e 1 to e 2 ; polygon A (figure 1.c) is represented by its points (i.e., a 0 …a 4 ), its 5th International Conference on Advanced Materials and Computer Science (ICAMCS 2016) edges (i.e., e 0 …e 4 ), and its area.
The basic concepts of Contact Theory are relations of two polygons, reference point, contact cover and Entrance Block. The relations of two polygons are separated, contacted and intersected. Moreover, the contact relation is what we concentrate on.
The reference point is a key concept in Contact Theory. In Contact Theory, two polygons are named as polygon A and polygon B, and the reference point has parallel movement to polygon A. Then we can easily locate polygon A by the reference point. In addition, the reference point is used to calculate Entrance Block and detect current contact.
The contact cover contains contact information of two geometry objects, and can overlap with each other. Contact covers are calculated by the core formula expressed as formula (1), where A and B represent polygons, while p represents reference point.
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E A B B A p = − + (1) For example, giving point "a" and line segments B (figure 2), their contact cover is a line segment (from p to ' p ) with B fixed. We can determine the certain position of point "a" by every point on the contact cover. For overlapping (figure 3), we can get two contact covers if reference point is on the bottom contact cover
The Entrance Block is the key concept of Contact Theory. It consists of contact covers, and contains all contact information of A and B with B fixed. We can understand Entrance Block in a simpler way that a geometry object composed by the positions of reference point when two polygons contact or intersect.
To detect current contact, we only need the boundary of Entrance Block. Therefore, before detecting contact, we need to build boundary of 2D Entrance Block. The boundary is a contact cover system, which consists of contact edges or angles (figure 4). Taking advantages of Contact Theory, we detect current contact easily that what we do is to select the contact edges with shortest distance to reference point. Thus, contact computation is simplified with reference point and Entrance Block: for separated case (figure 5.a), we get the shortest distance between the reference point and the Entrance Block, which is also the shortest distance between two polygons; for contact case (figure 5.b), we get contact points and contact locations of two polygons; for intersected case (figure 5.c), we get the contact points and shortest exiting path, which is the line between reference point and its projective point on the Entrance Block. 
2D Algorithm to Detect Contact with Contact Theory
Entrance Block is complex, but we only need its boundary to detect current contact. There are 3 phases to detect the current contact covers: 1) define reference point and two polygons (A and B) ; 2) calculate contact covers and compose boundary of Entrance Block; 3) detect current contact covers with reference point. We will give the phases in detail next.
(1)Algorithms for Calculating Contact Covers For 2D contact algorithm, we consider angle-edge and angle-angle contact. Moreover, the result is both contact edges. Contact edges of Angle-Edge and Edge-Angle are calculated by formula 2 (figure 6) and formula 3 (figure 7), while contact edges of Angle-Angle is calculated by formula 4 (figure 8). E A h e h E e B e h E A B E e B others E A h others (4), we give the processes to calculate boundary of Entrance Block here. According to the above description, we only need to calculate valid (i.e., for angle-angle contact, angles must not intersect if their vertices move to one point; for angle-edge contact, they must not intersect if angle's vertex moves onto edge) contact edges to solve 2D contact problems. To judge intersection, there are two institute ways: using vector calculation or using angle calculation. We use judging algorithms by vector calculation, which is given as formula (5) and (6), as shown in figure 9 and 10.
With formulas (2)-(6), we now give the processes (figure 11) to build the boundary of Entrance Block. There are three steps: 1) select disjoint convex angles from polygon A and B, and calculate the first angle-edge contact cover; 2) select next angle along the edge by right-hand system, and calculate next contact edge; 3) repeat step 2 until we get the starting two angles. For algorithm in this paper, we do not consider straight angles for that omitting straight angles will reduce computing and does not change shape of Entrance Block. Figure 11 . Flow chart of Contact Algorithm for Convex Polygons (3)Detect current contact After Entrance Block built, we use the reference point and Entrance Block to detect current contact. "current contact" means that the contact is happening, as shown in figure 12 and 13 that two contact edges works at the same time. To detect current contact, we calculate distance between the reference point and contact edges one by one according to formula (8) , and collect contact edges with shortest distance by formula (9) . There are two things left to be done: (1) we must check the collected contact edges to get if any two contact edges can compose an angle-angle contact cover; (2) recalculate and reselect contact edges for the ones that the edge of Angle-Edge contact cover contains straight angles. 
Where S contains all calculated contact covers.
Analysis and Experiments
In this section, we analyze the algorithm complexity and give two examples to explain the process of getting current contacts with the proposed algorithm.
Usually, accurate collision detection algorithms need to check each Angle-Edge and Angle-Angle cases, which has a complexity of " 2 * ( * ) ( * ) ( In real computing, it is often to meet the case of calculating contact with circles. The algorithms calculate the case for circles as well if we discretize circle into line segments. In order to facilitate the demonstration, we just discretize circle into 10 line segments. The Entrance Block is shown in figure 13(a) ; contact covers of Angle-Edge are shown in figure 13(b) ; contact covers of Edge-Angle are shown in figure 13 (c). If we set polygon A at position of the hollow circle in figure 13(d) , we can get two Angle-Edge contact covers and one Edge-Angle contact cover in two directions. Moreover, we need to determine which exiting path along with the corresponding contact covers is to be used next. It should be mentioned that this is an Angle-Angle contact according to the contact edges. 
Conclusion
Contact Theory has opened a new filed for solving contact problem. The algorithms proposed in this paper realize it for 2D convex polygons, and provide a fast and robust algorithm to detect contact. In further work, we will work to calculate the cases of convex polygons and start to design algorithms for 3D case. Moreover, as we see in this paper, boundary of Entrance Block contains all contact information, but we only need a small part of boundary of Entrance Block to find the needed contact covers. Therefore, we will try to find a way to calculate smallest partial boundary of Entrance Block that contains needed contact information in further work.
